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Abstract13

The widespread perception of an increase in the severity of extreme rainstorms has not14

found yet clear confirmation in the scientific literature, often showing vastly different re-15

sults. Especially for short-duration extremes, spatial heterogeneities can affect the out-16

comes of large-scale trend analyses, providing misleading results dependent on the adopted17

spatial domain. Based on the availability of a renewed and comprehensive database, the18

present work assesses the presence of regional trends in the magnitude and frequency of19

annual rainfall maxima for sub-daily durations in Italy. Versions of the Mann-Kendall20

test and a record-breaking analysis, that considers the spatial correlation, have been adopted21

for the scope. Significant trends do not appear at the whole-country scale, but distinct22

patterns of change emerge in smaller domains having homogeneous geographical char-23

acteristics. Results of the study underline the importance of a multi-scale approach to24

regional trend analysis and the need of more advanced explanations of localized trends.25

1 Introduction26

Climate change and its impact on the frequency and intensity of extreme rainfall27

is a debated topic in hydrology. Basically, atmospheric temperature is expected to strongly28

influence the intensity of extreme rainfall, as warmer air is capable of holding more wa-29

ter than cooler air, following the Clausius-Clapeyron equation (Westra et al., 2014). This30

theoretical argument seems to suggest a relatively easy framework for understanding em-31

pirical studies that have found a strong correlations between the increase of the atmo-32

spheric temperature and the intensification of extreme rainfall (Westra et al., 2014), even33

exceeding the increase foreseen by the Clausius-Clapeyron relation (Lenderink & Van Mei-34

jgaard, 2008). On the other hand, other outcomes from observational-based studies seem35

to suggest a more complex nexus, depending on multiple factors, e.g., the considered cli-36

matic zone, the local orographic features and the nature of the considered events (e.g.,37

convective or stratiform) (Westra et al. (2013, 2014)). In particular, the latter has been38

identified by some authors as one of the main characteristics to take into account when39

analysing the connection between rainfall intensity and temperature, as it is capable of40

generating significant artifacts in the outcomes of the studies (Molnar et al., 2015). In41

fact, the sensitivity of the temperature-intensity relationship has proved to be variable42

even with the evolving dynamic of the single storm (Wasko & Sharma, 2015). With the43

aim of setting an empirical baseline, many studies have been published in the last decade44
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focusing on the detection of trends in extreme rainfall intensities. Most studies are fo-45

cused on the daily time scale, with either a regional (e.g., P. Y. Groisman et al. (2012);46

van den Besselaar et al. (2012); Skansi et al. (2013) for the United States, Southern Amer-47

ica and Europe, respectively) or a global spatial extent (e.g., P. Groisman et al. (2005);48

Alexander et al. (2006); Donat et al. (2013b); Westra et al. (2013)). A few studies ex-49

plore sub-daily rainfall extremes, being often limited to individual sites or to small re-50

gions (e.g., Jakob et al. (2011); Lenderink et al. (2011); Fujibe (2013) for Sydney urban51

area, Hong Kong and the Netherlands, and Japan respectively). Westra et al. (2014) re-52

view a number of studies on the regional assessment of observed trends in sub-daily rain-53

fall underlying that, despite the variability of the outcomes, on the whole they report54

an increase in the intensity of short-duration events for most of the continental macro-55

regions.56

Westra et al. (2014) also discuss the scarcity in the literature of large-scale stud-57

ies on sub-daily extremes, stressing the role of the general shortage of long, high-quality58

sub-daily rain gauge records. Not many countries across the world sistematically record59

and freely distribute these data (Page et al., 2004). Sub-daily rainfall records are in fact60

often subjected to restricted-access by the national authorities and, when available, they61

are often interspersed, fragmented and unevenly distributed (Teegavarapu, 2012). Some62

gridded interpolated rainfall products are indeed available for free (e.g., Donat et al. (2013a,63

2013b)); however, various authors warn on the validity of results obtained using these64

products for analysing extreme rainfall amounts, especially in areas with complex orog-65

raphy (King et al., 2013; Libertino et al., 2016). The shortage of studies on the short-66

duration extremes is then a remarkable issue, considering that it is not possible to di-67

rectly downscale conclusions from daily data analyses, due do the different generating68

mechanisms of extreme rainfall at different time scales (Barbero et al., 2017; Guerreiro69

et al., 2018).70

In Italy, a new comprehensive dataset of annual maxima for sub-daily durations71

named I-RED (i.e., Italian Extreme Rainfall Dataset) has been recently compiled (Libertino72

et al., 2018). Annual extremes are easier to collect compared to continuous sub-daily data,73

and are generally subjected to strict quality control procedures by the national author-74

ities, as they are frequently used as inputs in flood risk applications (e.g., Reed (1999);75

Coles (2001)). I-RED is one of the most complete and temporally extended catalogue76

of annual maxima of rainfall extremes for short durations. It includes rain gauge stations77
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that have been in operation since the beginning of the twentieth century. Compared to78

the continental scale the geographical extent of Italy (i.e., about 300000 km2) could ap-79

pear limited. However, the country is an ideal climatic bridge between the Mediterranean80

and the inland Europe climate, as the country present a highly variable morpho-climatic81

setting and is subjected both to large alluvional flood and to devastating flash floods (Amponsah82

et al., 2018).83

Various works on trend analysis in Italy published in the last decades have targeted84

limited spatial scales (e.g., within administrative regional borders) and sometimes have85

used older datasets. Conflicting outcomes then arise from these past studies. More specif-86

ically, Crisci et al. (2002); Arnone et al. (2013); Saidi et al. (2015); Uboldi and Lussana87

(2018) have found general increasing trends for short-duration rainfall respectively in Tus-88

cany, Sicily, Piedmont and Lombardy regions, while Caloiero et al. (2011) have found89

decreasing trends in Calabria. Finally, Cifrodelli et al. (2015) and Gallus et al. (2018)90

have found that trends are not significant in Umbria and Liguria regions, respectively.91

As no more than 9% of the Italian area was considered in the above studies, it is no won-92

der that the limited spatial scale could justify the lack of uniformity of the outcomes.93

This new and comprehensive database now enables analyses of the influence of the94

spatial scale on observed trends. This has been done by considering rainfall extremes of95

5 different durations, varying from 1 to 24 hours. Both the magnitude of the recorded96

intensities and the frequency of the largest events (i.e., record-breaking) are considered97

for providing a complete check for their possible non-stationarity both at the country98

scale and on more limited and geographically homogeneous areas.99

2 Data and methods100

The possible trends in annual extreme precipitation have been examined with two101

different approaches, with methods which do not require any prior assumptions on the102

statistical proprieties of the data other than the independence of the recorded observa-103

tions in time. The first approach is more focused on the stability of the frequency of the104

higher extremes while the second one allows at exploring the presence of non-stationarities105

in the extreme annual maxima of rainfall records.106

The I-RED database (Libertino et al., 2018) includes the annual maximum rain-107

fall depths for 1-,3-,6-,12- and 24-hours durations recorded from 1915 to 2015 in a net-108
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work of about 5000 rain gauges distributed across Italy. The station density is of about109

1 gauge per 70 km2. In this work, only time series with at least 30 years of either con-110

tinuous or non-continuous data have been selected, resulting in 1346 stations with records111

having median length of 47 years (Figure 1). Considering series with less than 30 years112

of data records has proven not to produce significant changes in the outcomes of the study.113

To ensure the spatial representativeness of the evaluated statistics the analysis has been114

further limited to the period 1928-2014, where at least 50 stations are simultaneously115

active each year (see Figure S1). Consequently, all the data related to years out of the116

selected range have been excluded. In that period, the records do not deviate significantly117

from the hypothesis of serial independence in time.118

Figure/2019GL083371-f01.png

Figure 1. Rain gauges and regions considered in the analysis.

As a first approach, the presence of trend in the frequency of occurrence of record-119

breaking events is explored, through the theory of Record-Breaking analysis (RB) (Glick,120

1978). Considering that a certain value is defined record-breaking if it exceeds all the121

previous values in its time series, the RB analysis aims at assessing the increase/decrease122

in time of the frequency of occurrence of these values. RB analyses have been used by123

some authors in the recent years for assessing the presence of trends in temperature se-124

ries (e.g., Benestad (2003); Wergen and Krug (2010); Wergen et al. (2014)) but, to our125

knowledge, it has not yet been considered with reference to rainfall extremes of short du-126

rations. The RB analysis considers each single station separately, and this feature needs127

to be overcome to investigate changes at a regional scale.128

Operatively, a matrix Mg sized ng × Y is set up with the recorded annual max-129

ima for each considered duration, ng being the number of rain gauges and Y the num-130

ber of years. For each row, if a value of Mg is a RB value, i.e., it exceeds all the previ-131

ously recorded annual maxima at the considered station, the corresponding value in a132

new MRB matrix is set to 1; otherwise it is set to 0. MRB has the same size of Mg and133
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missing and null values are preserved. The sum along the columns of MRB for each year134

generates the vector of the number of observed annual RBs, named Robs, that is com-135

pared with the vector Rexp containing the number of expected RBs in a stationary cli-136

mate. Rexp is obtained by summing along the columns of the Mexp matrix, generated137

with the same size of Mg by assigning to each non-null time step of each series the ex-138

pected RB probability value under independent and identically distributed (iid) condi-139

tions. By doing so, the null-hypothesis of a stationary climate accounts for the same spa-140

tial and temporal inhomogeneity found in the observations. The annual RB anomaly is141

then evaluated as the normalized difference between Robs and Rexp (i.e., by using Equa-142

tion S1, reported in the Supporting Information).143

A “field significance” bootstrap-based procedure has then been applied (von Storch144

& Zwiers, 1999; Marshall, 2007) for testing the significance of the observed trends in the145

regional anomalies. The testing approach is based on the null hypothesis that in a sta-146

tionary climate the time series can be described by iid values. The validity of this hy-147

pothesis has been assessed in Lehmann et al. (2015), that adopted a similar approach148

while investigating the presence of trend with gridded global precipitation products at149

the daily time scale. In essence, the test statistic (i.e., the regional normalized annual150

record-breaking anomaly) is estimated considering both the observed time series and 1000151

replicates, that are obtained by bootstrapping along the time axis. The spatial corre-152

lation across the stations is preserved while bootstrapping (Hirsch & Ryberg, 2012). The153

observed statistic is considered compatible with the iid hypotesis if it falls inside the do-154

main delimited by the 95% confidence bounds of the bootstrapped distribution.155

As a second approach, the presence of trends in the average extreme recorded amount156

of rainfall is evaluated, using the Mann-Kendall test (MK) (Mann, 1945; Kendall & Gib-157

bons, 1990). The MK is a non-parametric test and does not require any assumption on158

the distribution of the observations, since it uses the relative magnitudes of the data to159

one another rather than their absolute values. For this reason, it is often considered in160

the scientific literature for the evaluation the presence of monotonic trends in environ-161

mental series (Hipel & McLeod, 1994). When working in a regional framework the MK162

trend test is first applied separately to each station, while its regional extension, the Re-163

gional Kendall Test (RKT) (Helsel & Frans, 2006) then corrects the site specific MK re-164

sults to account for the cross-correlation between the series, which results in one test statis-165

tic for the region. Considering that spatial correlation among the stations can be sig-166
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nificant, especially for nearby sites, the correlation correction proposed in Hirsch and Slack167

(1984) is adopted in this work. As suggested in Gilbert (1987), for assessing the relia-168

bility of the RKT outcomes, the Belle and Hughes (1984) test is applied. The test aims169

at assessing the homogeneity among the trends detected at the different stations that170

make up a region. In essence, if different stations have different trend directions, the RKT171

slope estimate is not meaningful and can be misleading (Gilbert, 1987). If the Belle and172

Hughes (1984) test fails, Gilbert (1987) suggests to refer to the MK test result and Sen’s173

slope estimator for each individual site, as the outcomes of the RKT can be misleading.174

When this situation arise, the MK test is thus applied at each station site, and the per-175

centage of stations showing increasing/decreasing statistically significant trends on the176

total is evaluated. These percentages are compared with the ones expected in the iid case177

with a field significance procedure, analogous to the one adopted for the RB analysis,178

as suggested in Westra et al. (2013).179

The full procedure (RB+RKT) has been applied at first considering the whole area180

of Italy as a unique region (ITA region) for detecting the presence of trends at the coun-181

try level. Then, for assessing the role of the spatial inhomogeneities, five pilot sub-regions182

have been considered with more detail (see Figure 1). These smaller areas have been iden-183

tified as being representative of different morphological and climatological features of the184

country, starting from criteria of geographic homogeneity. In detail, with reference to185

Figure 1, the UP PO (60 rain gauges), DOL (55 rain gauges), LIG (61 rain gauges), CAL186

(69 rain gauges) and SAR (55 rain gauges) can be considered representative of flat, alpine,187

coastal, peninsular and insular environments, respectively. The last 3 regions are also188

particularly interesting, because they include sites where national record-breaking events189

(i.e., absolute maxima at the country level) have been recorded in the last 60 years. The190

full list of the considered national record-breaking events can be found in Section S1 of191

the Supporting Information.192

Details on the application of the procedures and additional details of the results193

are provided in Sections S2 and S3 of the Supporting Information.194
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3 Full-scale trend analysis195

3.1 Record-breaking analysis196

The main outcomes of the application of the RB analysis to the ITA region are re-197

ported in this section. The first row of Figure 2 shows the anomalies in the frequency198

of RB at the country scale and the 95% confidence bounds. The latter are derived with199

the field significance procedure described in the previous Section, by bootstrapping 1000200

resamples of the Mg matrix (with replacement) and considering the annual quantiles re-201

lated to the 0.025 and 0.975 probabilities. To facilitate the identification of non-linear202

trends, the RB anomaly and the bounds are filtered with a 10-years moving average win-203

dow. The most prominent evidence from the graphs is that for all the durations, an os-204

cillating behaviour exists until the 1980s, with periods prior to 1980 characterized by neg-205

ative anomalies (decreasing events) alternating with periods of positive ones (increas-206

ing events). After the ’80s increasing anomalies become apparent for the extremes of shorter207

durations, overcoming the magnitudes of all the previously recorded positive anomalies,208

and keep growing until the end of the observed period. Similar behaviour can be recog-209

nised for the longer durations after the beginning of the 21th century. However, sum-210

marizing results at the country level, the frequency of RB does not show evidence of a211

significant non-stationarity, despite a continuous increasing trend in the last decade for212

all the durations.213

3.2 Regional Kendall test214

In order to assess the presence of a unique significant trend in the recorded inten-215

sities at the country scale, the Regional Kendall Test is applied at first to the whole dataset,216

considering the country as a region with a possibly homogeneous behaviour. The result-217

ing overall Kendall-Theil slopes (Theil, 1950; Sen, 1968) are again reported in Figure 2218

in terms of numeric values of slopes. Additional results can be found in Table S2. In the219

row ITA one can notice that all the obtained slopes are not significant under a 5% sig-220

nificance level. Lack of trend evidence may result from two different conditions: there221

may be no actual trend in most, or all, the series, or some locations may show trends,222

but not in the same direction. Considering the spatial configuration of Italy, with pro-223

nounced North-South elongation, and its climatic variability, going from Alpine to semi-224

arid climate, the second hypothesis has as reasonable ground. The inhomogeneity in the225
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Figure/2019GL083371-f02-eps-converted-to.pdf

Figure 2. Results of the RB-RKT analysis. Rows refer to the considered regions: ITA (i.e.,

the whole country), UP PO, DOL, LIG, CAL and SAR, respectively, while columns refer to

the 1-,3-,6-,12- and 24-hours durations, respectively. The plots refer to the RB analysis; the an-

nual RB anomalies (the cyan histograms) are smoothed with a 10-years moving average filter

for showing the long-term non linear RB anomaly trends (the blue lines). The black dashed

lines represent the 95% confidence interval for the iid-model. The coloured numbers refer to the

RKT analysis; red/blue values represent the increasing/decreasing Kendall slope, yellow values

indicates a null slope. Significant trend under a 5% significance level are reported in bold and

underlined. ∗ indicates that the trends in the region are not homogeneous according to a Belle

and Hughes (1984) test.
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behaviour of the series is confirmed by the trend homogeneity test, proposed in Belle and226

Hughes (1984), as suggested in Gilbert (1987). Under this condition, the outcomes of227

the RKT can be misleading and a supporting use of the MK test is thus invoked. There-228

fore for each duration, the MK test statistic is applied individually on each series, and229

the significance of the at-site trend is evaluated under a two-sided 5% significance level.230

The results of the single-site analyses need then to be summarized in a regional perspec-231

tive for assessing the presence of significant regional trends. To this aim, the percent-232

ages of stations showing respectively significant increasing and decreasing trend are counted233

and compared with the ones expected in the stationary case. The observed values range234

from ∼4% to ∼7% for the decreasing and from ∼5% to ∼7% for the increasing case, both235

exceeding the theoretical value of 2.5% under the iid condition. However, the spatial de-236

pendence across the stations makes the identification of a reference value untrivial (Westra237

et al., 2013). For avoiding the problem, the field significance resampling-based approach238

described in Section 2 is used here to assess the compatibility of the percentages obtained239

from the observed time series with the distributions of the ones obtained by bootstrap-240

ping 1000 replicates. The farther the observed values are from the average of these dis-241

tributions, the larger is the anomaly compared to the iid case. In the Italian case, for242

all the durations the observed values fall in the right tail of the bootstrapped distribu-243

tions, as emerging from Figure S3. This highlights, for all the durations, the presence244

of several stations with significant trend, either decreasing or increasing, slightly and sys-245

tematically larger than the expected one.246

Consistently with what emerges from the RB analysis, the MK test gives some hints247

on the existence of local significant trends, that become non-significant when the wide248

uneven domain is considered. Consequently, the spatial coherence of the stations with249

significant at-site trend of the same sign is further explored, in order to highlight the pres-250

ence of areas with homogeneous behaviour as regards the rainfall regime change. Results251

are shown in Figure 3 (panels (a)-(e)), where different symbols are adopted for repre-252

senting the rain gauges according to the outcome of the at-site MK test. Some spatial253

clusters of significant increasing/decreasing trends emerge, but the sparseness of the sta-254

tions showing significant trends prevents the identification of clear patterns. Different255

behaviour for neighbouring stations could derive from the characteristics of the records256

(fragmentation of the data, actual length of the record, etc.). To understand if local trend257

patterns are relevant, the MK test statistic (Equation S5) calculated at each site is spa-258
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tially smoothed by using Ordinary Kriging. As opposed to other commonly used quan-259

tities, (e.g., the Sen’s slope) the kriging on the MK test statistic allows to take into ac-260

count both the magnitude of the trend and the length of the series, avoiding excessive261

weight on steep slopes estimated on short series. The rationale of the procedure is to aban-262

don the binary outcome “test passed”-“test not passed” to accommodate for the exis-263

tence of different magnitudes of trends of the same sign. A positive/negative value of the264

test statistic implies a positive/negative trend in the series. The trend significance is pro-265

portional to the absolute value of the test statistic, that depends both on the magnitude266

of the trend and on the length of the series. By interpolating the test statistic with the267

ESRI ArcGIS Desktop Spatial Analyst Toolbox (ESRI, 2018), using a spherical variogram,268

we obtained a surface represented in the background of the maps in Figure 3 (panels (a)-269

(e)).270

The visual analysis of Figure 3 underlines an increase of rainfall severity for all the271

durations in the north-eastern part of the country, while a decreasing trend is evident272

in the southern extreme of the peninsula (e.g., in the Calabria region, consistently with273

the findings of Caloiero et al. (2011)). Other duration-dependent patterns can be pointed274

out: a general decreasing trend for short-duration extremes is apparent in the north-west275

of the country, turning to an increasing trend when longer durations are considered. The276

opposite is shown in Sicily. Duration-dependent patterns can suggest sensitivity of the277

regional trends to the type of rainfall events considered: short duration extremes are re-278

lated to convective storms, while maxima for the longer durations are mostly recorded279

during frontal and stratiform rainfall events. The obtained results underline once again280

the influence of the geographic configuration on the regional trends.281

4 Limited-scale trend analysis282

To assess the influence of the spatial scale on the trend assessment outcomes and283

to rigorously test whether the local (sub-regional) trends described in the previous Sec-284

tion are significant, the same procedure applied above has been carried out on the afore-285

mentioned set of five pilot-areas. The outcomes are compared with those obtained at the286

full country scale. Results of the analyses are resumed in Figure 2 (rows from 2 to 6) and287

in detail reported in Table S2. Concerning the RB analysis, the considered time period288

varies for the different domains because of the different data availability in the areas un-289

der investigation. The main results obtained are summarized as follows:290
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Figure/2019GL083371-f03.png

Figure 3. Rain gauges showing significant trend at a 5% significance level for (a) 1-, (b) 3-,

(c) 6-, (d) 12- and (e) 24-hours durations. The background color represents the spatial distri-

bution of the Mann-Kendall test statistic, interpolated using Ordinary Kriging with spherical

variogram.

• the UP PO region, located in the upper Po valley, is a plain/hilly area in North-291

Western Italy. Concerning the frequency of RB there is no systematic trend for292

all the durations, despite some annual positive anomalies going out of the confi-293

dence bounds in the last years for longer-duration events. The fact that the anal-294

ysis is limited to the period 1950-1994 (for the lack of a sufficient number of an-295

nual maxima out of this range) could partially prevent the understanding of the296

evolution of the local trends in the recent years. As expected from the visual anal-297
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ysis of Figure 3, the UP PO region shows a significant decreasing trend in the in-298

tensities for shorter-duration events. The negative slope of the trend line decreases299

when larger durations are considered, reaching a non-significant positive slope for300

the 24-hours duration.301

• the DOL region is located in the Dolomites area, a mountain area in North-Eastern302

Italy. The RB anomaly systematically increases with time for the shorter dura-303

tions and show a less uniform behaviour for the longer ones. The increasing RKT304

trend in the rainfall intensities is always significant, with the slope of the trend305

showing to increase with the duration.306

• the LIG region is a coastal area between the Ligurian sea and the Appennine moun-307

tains, characterized by a complex orography (elevation varies from 0 m a.s.l. to308

about 2000 m a.s.l) where many national record-breaking amounts have been recorded309

for various durations. Despite during many years in the last decade the anomaly310

overcomes the positive confidence bounds for all the durations, the smoothed trend311

line falls constantly inside the confidence bounds. However, one can notice a con-312

sistent increasing trend in the last 20 years only for the shorter durations. The313

RKT does not detect significant regional trends, probably because of the inhomo-314

geneities in the behaviour among the stations, that emerge from the visual anal-315

ysis of Figure 3. In fact, the area shows both increasing and decreasing trends, vary-316

ing both in space and with the duration.317

• the CAL area refers to the aforementioned Calabria region, a peninsular area in318

Southern Italy, characterized by significant relief in the central part and wide flat319

coastal plains. Two national record-breaking events have been recorded in that320

area in 1959 and 1964. The RB anomaly is almost consistently negative, and shows321

a decreasing (but not significant) trend for the longer durations. The RKT con-322

firms the consistent decreasing trend in the intensities that emerges from the vi-323

sual analysis. Despite this, the regional trend turns out to be non-significant for324

all the durations, except that of 24 hours. The trend homogeneity test identifies325

inhomogeneities in the area for the 1- and 12-hours durations.326

• the SAR area refers to the Sardinia region, the second-largest island in the Mediter-327

ranean sea, where a national record-breaking evnt for the 3-hours duration has been328

recorded in 2008. No visual evidences of trend in the RB anomaly seems to emerge329

here. Despite the region is homogeneous according to the trend homogeneity test,330
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except for the 1- and 12-hours durations, no significant trends are detected from331

the RKT.332

The site-dependent outcomes obtained from the small-scale analysis underline the333

importance of exploring different spatial scales when performing extreme rainfall trend334

analyses. While no statistically significant trend can be identified at the country scale,335

significant regional trends arise when smaller scales are considered, apparently related336

with the local morpho-climatic setting. The Italian example shows how the spatial vari-337

ability of the rainfall regime can hide the presence of significant local trends when a too338

wide domain is considered. Even when the considered domain is apparently homogeneous,339

as in the case of the CAL and LIG regions, the localized variability can significantly in-340

fluence the trend detection. This stresses the importance of the definition of a suitable341

spatial domain when regional trend analyses are performed.342

5 Conclusions343

A spatial analysis of the trends in extreme rainfall for different sub-daily durations344

has been carried out in Italy, as a wide and morphologically complex domain with sig-345

nificant features for the Mediterranean region. The analysis takes into account both the346

frequency of occurrence of large events and the recorded intensities, aiming to give a com-347

prehensive overview of the evolution of the extreme rainfall regime.348

Concerning the frequency, the outcomes show that all the observed trends are non-349

significant, i.e., are compatible with the hypothesis of stationary climate. Despite this,350

a continuous increase in the positive record-breaking anomalies in the last decade emerges.351

This outcome stresses the importance of deepening the analysis of the “extremes of the352

extremes” component, to assess if the increased record-breaking anomaly is the hint of353

a real variation in the extreme rainfall regime or if the test result are partially biased by354

other external factors (e.g., increases in the accuracy of the measurements, etc.).355

With regards to the intensities of the events, a clear trend in extreme rainfall mag-356

nitude can not be detected at the country-scale. However, local trends in some specific357

areas are significant for certain durations. These spatial-dependent outcomes underline358

the importance of exploring different spatio-temporal scales when performing extreme359

rainfall trend analyses. The importance of considering different temporal scales of the360

rainfall extremes also emerges from the variability that the regional trends show with361
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the durations. Working at the sub-daily scale, different durations are often related to dif-362

ferent type of rainfall systems, that can answer in differential way to changes in the cli-363

matic setting (e.g., increase in the temperature, etc.).364

Considering the relevance of the problem of identifying the consequences of climate365

change on the extreme rainfall regime, the outcomes of this study stress the need of de-366

veloping more systematic and localized approaches for a consistent large-scale trend de-367

tection at the large scale, capable of effectively merging the results that can be observed368

with more local analyses.369
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